REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 8-14 Concrete Work
QUESTION & ANSWER #1
April 21, 2014
Please see the following list of questions presented in regard to Hillsborough County Sheriff’s
RFP# 8-14 answered by the Project Manager/Site Supervisor
Proposal deadline 4/23/14 3:00 PM EDT
1.

Drawing C-1, “Concrete Slab Plan View” for Range #4 and Range #5, shows the retaining
walls extending out another 4 feet past the concrete slabs on each end. Please confirm
that the footer slab for the retaining wall as shown on detail, Section E is the footer
detail required for the additional 4 foot of retaining wall extensions. If different details
are required for these extensions, please provide.
Yes. Section E is the footer detail for the additional 4 foot extension retaining wall.

2.

Drawing C-1, Section E, shows the 12” drain pipe description as being a, 12” Slotted PVC
Drain Pipe. The existing 12” drain pipe extending out into the drain rock at Range 6
appears to be 12” Perforated ADS Drain Pipe. Can we use 12” ADS Drain Pipe instead of
Slotted PVC Pipe for the drain pipe behind the retaining wall?
Yes. 12" Perforated ADS drain pipe is acceptable. The substitution material should be
entered in Section D under the Exceptions section.

3.

Drawing C-1, Section E, shows drain rock surrounding the 12” drain pipe. Normally drain
rock would be wrapped in a filter fabric to keep the sand from infiltrating into the drain
rock. Typically a non-woven filter fabric would be used for this application. Please
specify if you want the rock to be wrapped in a filter fabric and the specification of the
filter fabric needed.
Yes, the drain rock will be wrapped with polyester contractor grade landscape fabric, or
equivalent. Provide spec sheet with RFP.

4.

Drawing C-1, Section E, does not specify the size and type of drain rock required.
Typically a #57 FDOT Approved lime rock would be used. The existing drain rock used for
the drain pipe extensions on Range 6 appears to be a #5 River Rock which would be
more expensive than #57 FDOT Approved lime rock. Please specify the type of drain
rock required.

#57 FDOT lime rock is acceptable.
5.

Part C-Technical Specifications, #1 Scope of Work, E. Drains, Specifies that the dry well
will be filled with gravel and Granular Activated Carbon Charcoal GAC610 or
equivalent. Can we use a regenerated or react Granular Activated Carbon as an
acceptable substitute for the GAC610 carbon specified?
Yes. Any substitution material should be entered in Section D under the Exceptions
section. Provide spec sheet with RFP.

6.

Please confirm that the rubber bullet traps and electrical components will be installed
by others.
Electrical for both bullets traps will be done by HCSO staff.

7.

Please confirm that there will be no building permits required for the installation of the
concrete slabs, retaining walls or french drains on this project.
No permit required for this project.

